1. TELEPHONE LINE TO INTERNAL MODEM OR NETWORK CONNECTION TO ETHERNET CARD FOR COMMUNICATION TO SATELLITES

2. TELEPHONE LINE TO INTERNAL MODEM OR NETWORK CONNECTION TO ETHERNET CARD FOR REMOTE ACCESS TO CENTRAL CONTROL COMPUTER

3. PRINTER CABLE

4. POWER CORD TO PRINTER

5. PRINTER (RECOMMENDED)

6. IQ CENTRAL CONTROL SOFTWARE

7. POWER CORD TO MONITOR

8. UNINTERRUPTIBLE POWER SUPPLY (UPS) FOR COMPUTER ONLY. (OPTIONAL/RECOMMENDED)

9. POWER CORD TO COMPUTER

10. SURGE PROTECTOR (RECOMMENDED)

NOTES:
1. COMPUTER, MONITOR, PRINTER AND UPS NOT INCLUDED WITH IQ CENTRAL CONTROL PACKAGE.
2. IF USING COMMUNICATION VIA NETWORK CONNECTION, THE PHONE LINES AND MODEMS ARE NOT NEEDED.